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Abstract— Wireless power transfer for implantable systems
must harvest very low power levels due to low incident power
on human tissues and a small receiver coil size. This work
proposes resonant current-mode charging to reduce minimum
harvestable input power and increase power efficiency at low
input power levels. Avoiding rectification and voltage regulation
from conventional voltage-mode methods, this work resonates
an LC tank for multiple cycles to build up energy, then directly
charges a battery with inductor current. A prototype is fabricated
in 0.18 µm CMOS technology. Minimum harvestable input
power is 600 nW and maximum power efficiency is 67.6%
at 4.2 µW input power. Power transmission through bovine
tissue is measured to have negligible efficiency loss, making this
technique amenable to implantable applications.

Index Terms— Current mode, implantable system, inductor-
based harvesting, internet of things, RF harvesting, wireless
power transfer.

I. INTRODUCTION

CONTINUOUS health monitoring has become feasible in
part due to miniature implantable sensor systems such

as [1]–[4]. Battery recharging capability is essential for such
implantable systems because changing a system battery may
require surgery, making implantable systems less attractive.
For this purpose, wireless power transfer is a popular option
because it is non-invasive. However, there are two main
challenges. First, strict safety regulations of power exposure on
human tissue limit the available incident power at the receiver
coil. The specific absorption rate (SAR) limit set by the
Federal Communication Commission (FCC) is 4 W/kg, and
standards setting organizations typically use 1/10 of this value.
In addition to tissue heating issues, non-thermal effects such as
altered cell membrane permeability or central nervous system
effects can be caused by exposures less than 10 mW/cm2 [5].
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Second, implanted systems favor small coils for better biocom-
patibility and reduced invasiveness. For example, a glucose
sensor [2] employs a contact lens form factor with a diameter
of 1 cm and a neural recording circuit [3] adopts a receiving
power coil with a diameter of 2 cm. The small size of the
receiver coil, combined with low incident power, reduces
the received power at the coil, making it difficult to obtain
sufficient power for implanted devices. This points to the need
for high power efficiency transfer techniques, especially at
very low received power levels.

As illustrated in Fig. 1, most conventional wireless power
receivers are composed of a rectifier for AC-DC conversion,
followed by a DC-DC converter or linear regulator to generate
an accurate voltage to safely charge a battery. In this voltage-
mode approach, the input power (PI N ) at the receiver coil
must be high enough to overcome the rectifier threshold
voltage (VT H,RECT ), which is set by twice the diode built-
in voltage in addition to an input voltage of a DC-DC
converter or a linear regulator (VI N,DC−DC ). Any input power
resulting in a voltage less than this cannot be harvested,
limiting the minimum harvestable input power (PI N,M I N ).
To address the rectifier threshold voltage issue, transistors
with very low threshold voltage can be used as a diode.
However, this generally increases the reverse diode current,
and often requires additional fabrication steps. Active rectifiers
composed of transistors and control circuitry can reduce the
diode drop, as used in a previous work [7]. However, the
operating frequency of [7] is 13.56 MHz, which is 271.2×
faster than this work, requiring a very high bandwidth of the
control circuitry to generate accurate switching timing, and
thus, consuming substantial power. Even with ideal diodes,
the receiver LC tank peak voltage must exceed VI N,DC−DC

to harvest. Also, the charging voltage needs to be regulated
to ensure battery safety, using a DC-DC converter or a linear
regulator, which further reduces power efficiency.

Wireless power receivers can be categorized into two
types: coil-based near-field receivers and antenna-based far-
field receivers. Coil-based power receivers have relatively
high power efficiency, but PI N,M I N ranges from 100s
of μW to W [8]–[10]. These systems transmit and receive
high power, and thus target high-power applications including
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of conventional voltage-mode wireless power transfer
system.

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the proposed resonant current mode wireless power
transfer system (top) and its conceptual waveforms at a resonance mode and
a charging mode (bottom).

wireless cellular phone charging rather than ultra-low-power
implantable device charging. Far-field RF power receivers
report lower PI N,M I N of several μW [11], [12], but power
efficiency is comparatively low with power efficiency of 15%
at 10 μW [13]. Most recently, rectifier-antennas co-design
methodology [14-15] achieved sensitivity of −30.7 dBm and
−34.5 dBm with a rectifier output voltage of 1 V and 1.6 V,
respectively.

This paper is an extension of [16] and introduces a resonant
current-mode approach that avoids rectification and voltage
regulation. Instead, this method places a capacitor in parallel
with a receiver coil to form an LC tank, and then resonates the
LC tank for multiple cycles to accumulate energy (config. 1).
It then transfers this energy to the battery in a boost-converter
fashion (config. 2) as shown in Fig. 2. This method has three
advantages. First, it improves PI N,M I N , as it is no longer
limited by VT H,RECT + VI N,DC−DC . Second, resonating an
LC tank for multiple cycles can optimally balance different
types of losses, reducing PI N,M I N . In contrast, a non-resonant
power receiver [17] employing current-mode charging could
not collect power across multiple cycles, which limited its
power efficiency at low power levels and resulted in a rel-
atively large PI N,M I N of 7.8 μW. It should be noted that
a trade-off exists to implement resonance. The non-resonant
receiver [17] does not require an off-chip capacitor for tuning
a resonant frequency, and thus, can have a smaller system form
factor. Also, power efficiency of [17] is less sensitive to operat-
ing frequency variation. Thirdly, because the proposed method

directly charges a battery with inductor current, it adopts the
advantage of typical current mode charging, which does not
require voltage regulation during most of the battery charging
phase. Voltage-mode charging demands accurate output volt-
age to safely charge the battery. Given a process-dependent
VT H,RECT , a DC-DC converter requires wide input range,
wide conversion ratio, and input voltage detection. Removing
a voltage regulation eliminates power efficiency loss derived at
this step. However, at the final phase of battery charging, typi-
cally constant voltage method is preferred as it guarantees safe
and accurate full charging. To fully exploit these advantages,
a maximum efficiency tracker is designed to optimize key
parameters including the number of resonant cycles (NRE S O ),
bias current of a zero crossing detector (IB I AS ), and frequency
of a VBAT detector (FDET ) across a range of input power.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II describes
the operating principles of the resonant current-mode wireless
power receiver and battery charger, and analytically compares
PI N,M I N of the proposed method with that of conventional
voltage-mode charging approaches. Section III describes cir-
cuit implementations of each block. Section IV analyzes
different types of energy losses and power efficiency,
and Section V describes the measurement results. Finally,
Section VI concludes the paper.

II. RESONANT CURRENT-MODE CHARGING

A. Operating Principles

A simplified diagram and conceptual waveforms of the
proposed wireless power transfer system are shown in Fig. 2.
A wireless power transmitter, described in the left side, is
composed of a sinusoidal signal generator, a power amplifier,
an inductor, and a capacitor. A power amplifier amplifies a sine
wave generated by the signal generator, and the amplified sig-
nal drives the LC tank. On the right side, the proposed wireless
power receiver and battery charger are shown. The receiver
part has a receiver coil, a parallel capacitor, two switches,
a battery, and control circuitry. Resonant frequencies of LC
tanks in both sides are tuned to the sine wave frequency
of 50 kHz.

This method has two modes: resonance and charging. In a
resonance mode, switch 1 is closed and switch 2 is open,
and thus, the receiver coil is connected to a parallel capac-
itor (CR X ) and forms an LC tank. As the receiver collects
power, VC amplitude continuously increases across resonant
cycles and asymptotically approaches its final value as shown
in the bottom of Fig. 2. When VC is 0 V and rising, all energy
in the LC tank is stored in a receiver coil as EL = L I 2

I N D/2
where II N D is inductor current. A zero crossing detector
detects this condition and a digital counter counts the number
of resonant cycles. When the count reaches a predetermined
value, control circuitry switches the circuit to a charging mode.
In this mode, switch 1 is open and switch 2 is closed, which
disconnects the receiver coil from CRX and connects it directly
to the battery. At this point the energy stored in the inductor
charges the battery like a boost converter. As a result, VC

instantly rises to the battery voltage (VB AT ) plus II N D ×RSW 2,
and then decreases as EL is transferred to the battery. RSW 2
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is the on-resistance of switch 2. Energy transfer is complete
when current flowing through switch 2 becomes zero. This
condition is sensed by detecting when VC equals VB AT . When
this condition is met, the circuit switches back to resonance
mode. The proposed receiver charges a battery by continually
repeating this routine.

B. Analysis of Minimum Harvestable Input Power

This subsection compares the minimum harvestable input
power (PI N,M I N ) of the proposed resonant current-mode
method and conventional voltage-mode method. The analysis
starts by calculating the amplitude of VC . When VC is satu-
rated, all energy received per cycle is dissipated in the LC tank
at each cycle. The saturated voltage amplitude of VC (VC,S AT )
and the saturated current amplitude of II N D (II N D,S AT ) are
given in (1)–(2). Here, Q is the quality factor of the LC tank.
TCycle is one period of the received sine wave.

EStored in LC = Q

2π
ELoss/cycle = Q

2π
EReceived/cycle

= Q

2π
PI N TCycle = L PI N

RI N D
= 1

2
CR X V 2

C,S AT

= 1

2
L I 2

I N D,S AT (1)

VC,S AT =
√

2L PI N

RI N D CR X
, II N D,S AT =

√
2PI N

RI N D
(2)

For the conventional rectifier and DC-DC converter struc-
ture, as derived in (3)–(4), PI N,M I N is the power such that the
resulting VC equals VT H,RECT +VI N,DC−DC [17]. The lowest
VI N,DC−DC found from the literature ranges from 0.12 V to
0.15 V [18-19].

VC,S AT ,M I N =
√

2L PI N,M I N

RI N D CR X
= VT H,RECT + VI N,DC−DC

(3)

PI N,M I N = RI N D CR X (VT H,RECT + VI N,DC−DC)2

2L
.

(4)

However, in this proposed current-mode charging, PI N,M I N

can be lower than given by (4). If the energy stored in the
receiver coil at the end of a resonance mode (ELC,RE S) can
overcome the conduction losses from coil ESR (RI N D ) and
RSW 2, the switching loss for mode transitions between a
resonance and a charging mode, and the energy overhead of
control circuitry, the receiver can harvest power, as described
in (5):

ELC,RE S,M I N = EConduct ion + ESwitching + Econtrol. (5)

To concisely compare two charging methods, we assume that
the number of resonant cycle is large enough so that VC

and II N D are saturated in the analysis of (6)–(11). More
detailed analysis on the number of resonant cycle is given
in Section IV. The circuit in Fig. 3 is used for this analy-
sis. Saturated VC and II N D in current mode (VC,S AT ,C M

and II N D,S AT ,C M , respectively) are smaller than those of
a voltage-mode case for the same input power level, since

Fig. 3. Schematic of the proposed wireless power receiver with parasitic
resistors and capacitors.

on-resistance of the switch 1 (RSW 1) adds conduction loss in
the LC tank, as derived in (6). As the parasitic resistance of
a capacitor (RC AP ) is insignificant compared to RI N D , RC AP

is not included in the analysis.

VC,S AT ,C M =
√

2L PI N

(RI N D + RSW 1)CR X
,

II N D,S AT ,C M =
√

2PI N

RI N D + RSW 1
. (6)

EConduct ion in (5) is the energy II N D dissipates through RI N D

and RSW 2 in the charging mode. II N D starts at II N D,S AT ,C M

and reduces to zero as inductor energy transfers to the battery.
Because this charging time (Tch) is very short compared to the
resonant period formed by receiver coil inductance and battery
capacitance, the inductor current curve can be approximated as
linear. As a result, EConduct ion can be expressed as (7) below:

EConduct ion =
T ch∫

t=0

II N D (t)2 (RI N D + RSW 2) dt

=
T ch∫

t=0

{√
2PI N

RI N D + RSW 1

(
1 − t

Tch

)}2

× (RI N D + RSW 2) dt

= 2PI N Tch (RI N D + RSW 2)

3(RI N D + RSW 1)
. (7)

Equation (5) can be expanded as (8), and solving it gives
the minimum harvestable input power in the current-mode
charging (PI N,M I N,C M ) shown in (9). Equation (10) describes
switching energy loss for one charging event.

ELC,RE S,M I N = L PI N,M I N,C M

RI N D + RSW 1

= 2PI N,M I N,C M Tch (RI N D + RSW 2)

3(RI N D + RSW 1)

+
∑

Ci V 2
i + EControl (8)
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Fig. 4. System diagram of the proposed wireless power transfer system including block diagrams of control circuitry.

PI N,M I N,C M = 3
(∑

Ci V 2
i + EControl

)
(RI N D + RSW 1)

3L − 2Tch (RI N D + RSW 2)
(9)∑

Ci V 2
i = (

CG,M1 + CG,M3
)

V 2
1.2V

+ (
CG,M2 + CG,M4

)
V 2

B AT

+ Cpar (VB AT + II N D RSW 2)
2. (10)

From the above equations, the minimum harvestable input
power in the proposed approach is clearly no longer related
to rectifier threshold voltage and DC-DC converter input
voltage. By careful choices of switches and inductor along
with low-power control circuit design, this method can over-
come the power sensitivity limits of conventional voltage-
mode charging.

III. CIRCUIT IMPLEMENTATION

A. Power Switches

Fig. 4 shows the proposed system diagram. The power
transmitter is drawn on the left side and the proposed power
receiver and battery charger is shown at right. All parts
inside the red dotted line are integrated on-chip. All four
power transistors are 3.3 V I/O devices. Switch 1 in Fig. 2
is implemented with one PMOS transistor and one NMOS
transistor connected in parallel. The PMOS transistor and the
NMOS transistor are controlled by VBAT-level and 1.2 V-level
signals, respectively. Using a 1.2 V signal prevents large

Fig. 5. Proposed receiver at two modes with notation of voltage drops across
oxides.

source/drain to gate voltages that can cause oxide breakdown
when VC swings to a large negative voltage level during
resonance mode. Possible voltages across oxides at resonance
mode are shown in Fig. 5. Switch 2 in Fig. 2 consists of
two PMOS transistors in series. The left and right PMOS
transistors are controlled by 1.2 V and VBAT-level signals,
respectively, for the same reason. Oxide voltages in charging
mode are also shown in Fig. 5. In this implementation, the
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Fig. 6. Schematic of a zero crossing detector.

1.2 V supply is externally provided and power consumption
from this source is included in efficiency calculations.

Power transistor sizing should consider the trade-off
between switching and conduction losses. As transistor width
increases, switching losses increase with higher capacitance
while conduction losses decrease with lower on-resistance.
Transistor lengths are set to minimum values. Two prototypes
of this work are fabricated with different switch sizes. The first
version has M1 of 70 μm/350 nm, M2 of 140 μm/300 nm,
and M3/M4 are both 35 μm/300 nm. The second version
increases M1–M4 widths by 2× compared to the first version.
Switching losses are constant across different input power
while conduction losses increase with input power. As a result
reducing switch sizes lowers PI N,M I N and increasing switch
sizes enhances efficiency at high PI N . Measured results are
introduced in Section V to support these expected trends.

B. Zero Crossing Detector

After the LC tank builds up enough energy to harvest,
the circuit should switch from resonance mode to charging
mode. This transition should take place when the inductor
stores all the LC tank energy and the parallel capacitor has no
energy, and thus VC is zero. A zero crossing detector detects
this condition. It is implemented with a standard one-stage
amplifier with differential inputs and a single-ended output
as shown in Fig. 6. The two inputs are connected to ground
and VC . PMOS transistors are used as input pairs as the
amplifier needs to operate near 0 V. Bias current (IB I AS ) is
programmable from 3 nA to 200 nA by a maximum efficiency
tracker, and the current mirror multiplies the current by 10×.

Limited bandwidth of the zero crossing detector results in a
switching voltage error, Verr . As a result, CR X has a remaining
energy of CR X V 2

err/2 rather than the ideal 0 J at the end
of resonance mode. This energy stored in CR X is wasted by
charge redistribution in charging mode and conduction loss in
the next resonance mode. Increasing IB I AS reduces this loss
by improving zero crossing detector bandwidth, but increases
its power consumption. Verr is derived in (11), assuming
that Verr and terr are small. Here α1 is the ratio of VC

amplitude at i th resonant cycle (VC,cycle,i ) to VC amplitude
at saturation (VC,peak), as shown in (11). The input wave
frequency is fI N . Because increasing IB I AS also directly
increases amplifier bandwidth, terr can be expressed as in (12).
To maintain constant Verr and energy loss caused by Verr

with increasing VC,peak, IB I AS should increase linearly as well.

A maximum efficiency tracker therefore measures VC,peak and
sets IB I AS accordingly.

Verr = α1VC,peak sin (2π fI N terr ) ≈ α1VC,peak

× 2π f I N terr = 2πα1VC,peak fI N

α2 IB I AS
(11)

α1 = VC,cycle,i

VC,peak
,

1

terr
= α2 IB I AS . (12)

C. VBAT Detector

In charging mode, II N D flows through Switch 2 creating
a voltage drop of II N D × RSW 2 across the switch. A VB AT

detector detects when the voltage drop decreases to zero, as
the energy transfer is complete at that point. The detector is
a dynamic comparator based on [20], as shown in Fig. 7. Its
inputs are connected to VB AT and VC , and the comparator
outputs are captured by an SR latch. A clock signal for the
comparator is provided by an internal current-starved ring
oscillator, of which the frequency is controlled by the maxi-
mum efficiency tracker. Charging time is defined as (13) and
this time is approximated by the maximum efficiency tracker
as follows. L and CR X are fixed, and the peak voltage of
VC at resonance mode (VC,peak) is detected with a maximum
efficiency tracker. VB AT does not change widely as battery
operating voltages are fixed in certain ranges such as 2.25 V
to 3 V [21] or 0.9 V to 1.6 V [22] for commercial lithium
batteries. With estimation of charging time, VB AT detector is
turned on with some delay after the energy transfer starts, in
order to reduce power consumption. The delay can be set by
a counter and a clock gating NAND gate as in Fig. 7.

Tch = L II N D,peak

VB AT
=

L
√

CR X V 2
C,peak/L

VB AT

= VC,peak
√

CR X L

VB AT
= α3

FDET
. (13)

A mistimed transition from charging mode to resonance
mode leads to energy loss. When the mode is switched too
early, inductor energy is not completely transferred to the
battery. When the mode is switched too late, all inductor
energy is transferred to the battery after which the battery
begins discharge to the inductor. From (13), in order to
maintain a relative timing resolution (α3) of detector clock
period to Tch , a higher detector frequency (FDET ) is required
at lower VC,peak. A maximum efficiency tracker sets FDET

with VC,peak information to keep α3 constant.

D. Asynchronous Controller

Transitions between the two modes are controlled by event-
driven asynchronous logic to eliminate dynamic power during
a given configuration. If implemented with synchronous logic,
the clock speed is set by the fastest detection speed among
trigger events, which is Tch . This timeframe can be shorter
than 1 μs at low input power; to detect this transition with
precise timing resolution (i.e., 1%), the controller clock fre-
quency must be 100 MHz, consuming several μW and making
sub-μW harvesting impossible.
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Fig. 7. Schematic of a VB AT detector with its clock generator at left.

Fig. 8. Block diagram of an asynchronous controller.

Fig. 8 describes the asynchronous controller. The zero
crossing detector converts the sinusoidal VC into a rectangular
signal, which serves as the clock for the following counter. The
counter outputs a Resonate signal when the number of received
rising edges reaches a predetermined value, NRE S O . NRE S O is
provided by the maximum efficiency tracker. Level converters
generate VB AT -level signals from 1.2 V-level signals. VB AT

detector outputs a logic 1 when VC exceeds VB AT . Pulse
generators provide clock inputs to flip-flops as no external
clock is available.

E. Maximum Efficiency Tracker

The proposed wireless power receiver and battery charger
has three programmable system parameters that can maximize
power efficiency across varying input power levels. Input
power can vary when the transmitter power changes, or when
TX/RX coil separation varies. If the resonant frequency devi-
ates from the operating frequency, input power also changes.
In this work, resonant frequency deviation of 100,000 ppm
from the operating frequency of 50 kHz decreases the energy
stored in CR X at VC,peak by more than 4×. Although dynami-
cally retuning the resonant frequency can recover input power
most directly, it requires additional capacitor array. Maximiz-
ing efficiency at a given input power can be an alternative
solution, as adopted in this work.

The maximum efficiency tracker measures an input power
level and set values for these parameters. During initial oper-
ation, the system stays in resonance mode and the amplitude

of VC increases. When VC is saturated, its peak voltage is
captured by a sample and hold circuit inside the maximum
efficiency tracker. To find the phase where VC is at its
peak, an internal ring oscillator with a high frequency runs
for one period of VC , and a counter counts the number of
oscillator cycles. When the count is at half of the number
of oscillator cycles, VC peaks. The sampled VC peak voltage
is then digitized with a standard 8-bit SAR ADC, and a
simple on-chip signal processing block and look-up table sets
the three parameters to maximize power efficiency: NRE S O ,
IB I AS , and FDET . From (11) and (13), IB I AS is proportional
to VC,peak , and FDET is inversely proportional to VC,peak,
so they can be easily calculated. NRE S O decreases with
increasing VC,peak, but the relationship is more complex and
is analyzed in Section IV. The SAR ADC operates only once
before the charging operation to detect input power level, and
is then power gated. Power consumption of the SAR ADC,
a power gating controller, and a clock generator is 13.7 μW
from simulation. It takes 0.85 μs for one analog to digital
conversion, and consumes 11.67 pJ. When power gated, the
block consumes 46.8 pW.

IV. EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS

This section analyzes the four kinds of energy losses present
in this system: conduction losses and switching losses in each
of the resonance and charging modes. The impact of the num-
ber of resonant cycles on power efficiency is also analyzed.
First, conduction loss in resonance mode (EL ,C O N,RE S) is
defined as the energy dissipated in RI N D and RSW 1 as derived
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in (14). II N D,rms,n is a root mean square value of II N D at the
nth cycle. N is the number of cycles in resonance mode.

EL ,C O N,RE S =
N∑

i=1

I 2
I N D,rms,n (RI N D + RSW 1) TCycle

=
N∑

i=1

2π I 2
I N D,rms,n (RI N D + RSW 1)

√
LCR X .

(14)

Total energy received during resonance mode is the sum of
energy stored in the inductor and the conduction energy loss
in the LC tank as derived in (15), as shown at the bottom of
this page. Solving this equation for II N D,rms,n gives (16), as
shown at the bottom of this page, and substituting this into (14)
yields EL ,C O N,RE S in (17), as shown at the bottom of this
page. When N is small, this loss term increases rapidly with
N with slope approaching PI N TCycle. Also, EL ,C O N,RE S is
proportional to PI N .

Second, switching loss when moving from resonance mode
to charging mode is Cgate,M2V 2

B AT . Here, only the transis-
tors that draw energy from supply voltages are included.
This switching loss is independent of N and PI N , as mode
switching happens only once per single charging event. Third,
conduction loss in charging mode (EL ,C O N,C H ) is the energy
that II N D dissipates through RSW 2 and RI N D . II N D,N is the
peak inductor current at the Nth cycle and is

√
2× higher

than II N D,rms,N . EL ,C O N,C H is derived in (18), which is a
generalized version of (7); note that (7) only considers the
case when N is large enough such that II N D is saturated.
EL ,C O N,C H increases with N , but also saturates when II N D

saturates. It increases with N faster than PI N does, because it
is cubically proportional to II N D,N while PI N is proportional
to the square of II N D,N .

EL ,C O N,C H =
T ch∫

t=0

II N D (t)2 (RSW 2 + RI N D ) dt

=
T ch∫

t=0

{
II N D,N

(
1 − t

Tch

)}2

(RSW 2 + RI N D) dt

= I 2
I N D,N (RSW 2 + RI N D )

3
Tch

= I 2
I N D,N (RSW 2 + RI N D ) L II N D,N

3VB AT

= I 3
I N D,N (RSW 2 + RI N D )

3
. (18)

Fig. 9. Conceptual graphs of received energy, total energy loss, and power
efficiency with respect to the number of resonant cycles (N ).

Finally, switching loss when transitioning from charging
mode to resonance mode is (Cgate,M1 + Cgate,M3)V 2

D D +
(Cgate,M4+Cpar )V 2

B AT . Cpar is the parasitic capacitance at
node VC in Fig. 3. This loss is independent of N and PI N .

Resonating the LC tank more than 1 cycle during resonance
mode improves power efficiency at low input power levels.
This is highlighted by the fact that if the energy stored in an
LC tank for one resonant cycle is less than the switching losses
of Switch 1 and Switch 2, conduction loss of RSW1, RSW2 and
RI N D , and other control overhead, the system cannot charge
the battery. However, if the LC tank resonates for additional
cycles, the LC tank builds up sufficient energy to overcome
these losses, enabling harvesting at the same (small) input
power level. However, resonating for too many cycles can
decrease power efficiency as EL ,C O N,RE S grows with N at
the same rate the LC tank energy does while EL ,C O N,C H

increases with N more rapidly than LC tank energy. At the
same time, loss due to charging events per unit time decreases
as N increases. In this way, a given input power exhibits a
corresponding optimal N that balances the aforementioned
losses. Increasing N is more beneficial for low PI N , since
at high PI N the large II N D results in high conduction loss,
which limits gains from large N . Conceptual waveforms of

n PI N TCycle = 1

2
L(

√
2II N D,rms,n)2 +

n∑
i=1

2π I 2
I N D,rms,i (RI N D+RSW 1)

√
LCR X (15)

II N D,rms,n =
√√√√ 2π

√
LCR X PI N

L + 2π
√

LCR X (RI N D + RSW 1)

n∑
i=1

{
L

L + 2π
√

LCR X (RI N D + RSW 1)

}i−1

(16)

EL ,C O N,RE S = 4π2 (RI N D + RSW 1) LCR X PI N

L + 2π
√

LCR X (RI N D + RSW 1)

N∑
n=1

n∑
i=1

{
L

L + 2π
√

LCR X (RI N D + RSW 1)

}i−1

. (17)
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Fig. 10. Microphotograph of two 0.18 μm test chips (0.68 × 0.8 mm2 each).

the total energy loss, energy received, and power efficiency
with respect to N are plotted in Fig. 9. The N that maximizes
power efficiency occurs where a straight line from N = 0
touches the loss curve.

V. MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Two versions of the proposed work are fabricated
in 0.18 μm standard CMOS technology with different sizes
of power transistors, as mentioned in Section III. Measure-
ment results of the first version are reported in [16]. The
system includes a 7.2 mH Coilcraft 4513TC receiver coil
with Q-factor of 51 and 1.4 nF off-chip capacitor. Average
on-resistances of the parallel connection of M1 and M2 are
56 � for version 1 and 28 � for version 2. Parasitic resistance
of CR X is negligible. From Fig. 2, config. 1, II N D flows the
loop formed by L I N D and CR X in series. LC tank’s Q-factors
of version 1 and 2 are 15.4 and 19.1 from (19), respectively.

Q = 1

RI N D + RSW 1

√
L I N D

CR X
. (19)

The chip area is 0.544 mm2 for each version, as seen
in Fig. 10. The design is composed of an asynchronous
controller, a maximum efficiency tracker (consisting of a 8-bit
SAR ADC, a digital signal processor, and a voltage divider
with miscellaneous logic gates), and a scan chain for testing.
A standalone asynchronous controller is added for testing
purposes. The receiver coil is 11.7 mm × 3.5 mm × 2.6 mm,
which is sufficiently small to be implanted in applications such
as neural recorders and cochlear implants [3-4].

Fig. 11 shows the testing setup. To minimize parasitic capac-
itance at the inductor node (Cpar ), chip-on-board packaging
is used. A fabricated chip is wirebonded and encapsulated in
black epoxy. A WE-WPCC wireless power charging transmit-
ter coil is chosen as a TX coil, and a ceramic off-chip capac-
itor forms a TX-side LC tank. The TX coil has inductance
of 6.5 μH. A board spacer and holder is used to accurately

Fig. 11. Measurement setups of the wireless power transfer system.

control TX/RX separation with 1 mm resolution. Because this
charging method injects current to a battery for a short time,
this current cannot be captured accurately by equipment such
as a sourcemeter. Instead, an off-chip capacitor (COU T ) with
known capacitance is connected to the output node, and the
voltage change (�VOU T ) over a known time (tmeasure) is
measured. An aluminum electrolytic capacitor is used. The
capacitor has leakage current ILeak , so this self-discharge rate
is measured separately and calibrated out. A battery is also
measured to prove charging capability and is shown to be
functional. However, because the voltage to charge capacity
curve is not linear and varies over recharging cycles, the output
power cannot be accurately measured using a battery load. The
output power (POU T ) is calculated from (20).

POU T =
∫ (

COU T
�VOU T

tmeasure
− ILeak

)
VOU T (t)dt . (20)

Measured minimum harvestable input power from
version 1 (600 nW) is 3.9× lower than [9], which exhibited
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Fig. 12. Measured power efficiencies and optimal NRE SO of versions 1 and 2
with respect to input power.

Fig. 13. Measured power efficiency at different input power with respect to
NRE SO of version 1.

the lowest harvestable input power at the time of publication,
and 13× lower than [17], which uses the same size coil.
A recently published receiver [14] achieves 1.69× lower
sensitivity than this work using a self-oscillating technique
and a receiver coil with higher Q-factor of 120, but a lower
peak efficiency of 27.7%. Version 2 harvests at input power
levels above 890 nW. This version’s larger switches reduce
conduction losses but increase switching losses for mode
transitions, and the fixed amount of switching losses has the
strongest impact on minimum harvestable input power.

Power efficiency increases as input power increases, reach-
ing 61.2% at PI N = 2.8 μW and 67.6% at PI N = 4.2 μW for
versions 1 and 2, respectively (Fig. 12). In version 1, 600 nW
PI N is harvestable when N reaches 7 with optimal N of 10.

Fig. 14. Measured power efficiency at different input power with respect to
NRE SO of version 2.

Fig. 15. Measured energy consumption at external 1.2 V supply with respect
to N .

For version 2, 890 nW PI N becomes harvestable when N
exceeds 7 with an optimal N of 9. Optimal N decreases as
PI N increases. For version 1, at PI N = 2.8 μW, optimal
N is 4, and for version 2, at PI N = 4.2 μW, optimal N
is 3. Figs. 13 and 14 show measured efficiencies at different
input power levels with respect to N for version 1 and 2,
respectively. The maximum allowable VC amplitude without
device breakdown issues can be found from a resonance mode
in Fig. 5. When 1.2 V is used for M1 and M2 gates (3.3 V
IO transistor), maximum VC amplitude is 2.1 V, resulting
in the maximum harvestable input power of 46 μW. With a
20 mW transmitter the maximum separation of TX/RX coils
is 8.5 cm in air. Identical performance is measured through
3 cm of bovine tissue and 5.5 cm air. This is expected
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TABLE I

PERFORMANCE SUMMARY AND COMPARISON

Fig. 16. Energy breakdown at calibration and charging phase for version 2
with PI N = 4.2 μW, and N = 3 (simulated).

since theoretically tissue absorbs negligible power at 50 kHz.
According to [23], theoretical power loss, P = P0e−2α

√
F D,

(P0 = incident power, α = 2 × 10−3 sec1/2m−1 for muscle,
F = 50 kHz, D = 3 cm) is less than 2.7%. This result supports
our target application where an implantable system is charged
by an external transmitter under the energy exposure limits of
human tissue. Energy consumption from the external 1.2 V
supply voltage is measured with respect to N at input power

Fig. 17. Stored energy in CRX , energy losses, and II N D,peak with respect
to operating frequency (simulated).

of 2.6 μW as shown in Fig. 15. This energy is the energy
consumption sum of a zero crossing detector, an asynchronous
controller and power transistors M1 and M3. This work
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Fig. 18. Measured waveforms of voltages at VB and VC , and inverted zero crossing detector output with oscilloscope.

assumes an external 1.2 V source and VB AT to be greater
than 1.2 V. These assumptions lower PI N,M I N . Some of the
previous works [11-13] can start harvesting with no external
sources, which can charge overly depleted batteries. Such an
assumption runs counter to applications where a cold start is
necessary, but for applications where transmitted power is lim-
ited, this work can start harvesting from a lower input power.

Energy breakdown of each block is discussed here. The
following analysis is for the case of N = 3, PI N = 4.2 μW for
version 2. System operation is divided into two phases: calibra-
tion and charging operation. In calibration mode, a maximum
efficiency tracker is on and all other blocks do not operate.
A sample and hold circuit including an amplifier consumes
31.5 pJ for 0.1 μs and the 8 bit SAR ADC consumes 11.67 pJ
for 0.85 μs. After calibration, the maximum efficiency tracker
is power gated and the system switches to normal charging
operation, where system energy consumption is divided into
zero crossing detector energy, VB AT detector energy, and
asynchronous controller energy. The sum of all block’s energy
consumption for one charging event is 47.5 pJ. The zero
crossing detector, the VB AT detector, and the asynchronous
controller consume 36 pJ, 9.8 pJ, and 1.7 pJ, respectively.
Energy breakdowns in these two phases based on simulations
are shown as pie charts in Fig. 16.

Increasing operating frequency with a given receiver coil
requires reducing CR X . This decreases the energy stored in
CR X at the same VC , II N D amplitude, and thus, amount
of conduction energy losses. Meanwhile, switching energy
loss per one charging event is fixed for given power switch
sizes regardless of the operating frequency. These trends are
analyzed in Fig. 17. To concentrate on the effect of operating
frequency, a few assumptions are applied for the analysis
of Fig. 17: switch sizes are the same as those of version 1
and N is large enough so that II N D is saturated.

Oscilloscope waveforms in Fig. 18 show the zero crossing
detector output as blue lines and VB as red lines. The top left
figure shows VB building up during resonance mode. At top
right, Verr caused by finite bandwidth of the zero crossing
detector is captured. In the bottom left, VC is measured.
In charging mode, VC rises past VB AT to allow charging and
in resonance mode, it tracks VB . A zoomed-in waveform is
captured at bottom right, clearly showing the behavior of VC

in charging and resonance modes.
Table I summarizes the performance of this work and

compares to prior art. This work shows a sub-μW minimum
harvestable input power and maximum power efficiency of
67.6% at > 7.5× lower input power than state-of-the-art
works. Measured distance between TX/RX coils is 8.5 cm
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with the lowest TX power of 20 mW among specified TX
powers.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a resonant current-mode wireless power
receiver and battery charger. The proposed prototype is fabri-
cated in 0.18 μm CMOS technology with area of 0.544 mm2.
Unlike a conventional voltage-mode receiver that rectifies
input wave and converts the rectifier output with a DC-DC
converter or a linear regulator, this method directly charges a
battery with inductor current. Furthermore, the LC tank res-
onates for multiple cycles to maximize its power efficiency by
balancing switching and conduction losses. This work achieves
a very low minimum harvestable input power of 600 nW, and
maximum efficiency greater than 60% at > 7.5× lower input
power than related work. Power transmission through bovine
tissue is demonstrated to validate operation in implantable
applications.
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